We present the result of a calculation for the third and fourth moments of the non-singlet four-loop anomalous dimension of Wilson twist-2 operators in QCD with full color and flavour structures. We discuss also a general expressions for some contributions to the full four-loop anomalous dimension obtained with the help of the method, based on LLLalgorithm, which was proposed earlier by us for the reconstruction of a general form of the anomalous dimension from a fixed values.
In our recent paper [1] we calculated the higher moments for the non-planar contribution to the four-loop anomalous dimension of the twist-2 operators in the maximally extended N = 4 Supersymmetric Yang-Mills (SYM) theory. As N = 4 SYM theory is a generalization of the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) we have all the necessary to perform a similar calculations for the four-loop anomalous dimension in QCD. In this paper we present the results for the third and fourth moments of the non-singlet four-loop anomalous dimension of Wilson twist-2 operators in QCD with the full color and flavour structures, which extend our previous result [2] to the next two moments. All general formal equations can be found, for example, in Ref. [3] . So, here we will only give the details, which are concerned the calculations of the third and fourth moments together with the discussion of a general results.
The standard twist-2 irreducible (i.e. symmetrical and traceless in indices µ 1 . . . µ N , what usually denoting with curly brackets) flavour non-singlet quark operators with the Lorenz spin-N have the following form:
where D µ j are the covariant derivatives, λ a are the generators of the flavour group SU(n f ). Note, that in general there are three independent quark non-singlet distributions q 
and the sum of the valence distributions of all flavours,
while the singlet distribution is simply the sum of the distributions of all flavours,
Here we will calculate the anomalous dimensions γ ± NS related only with q ± NS,ij and upper/down sign corresponds to the operators O a,{µ 1 ...µ N } with even/odd N. So, in this paper we will interesting to the operators with N = 3 (third moment) and N = 4 (fourth moment). The results up to three-loop can be found in Refs. [4, 5, 6, 3, 7] . The Feynman rules for the operator O λ µ 1 ,...,µ N with the different number of the gauge fields can be found in Ref. [8] and the projectors can be found in Ref. [8] (see also [9] ). Note, that for the operator with N = 4 the operator vertex with the five lines is appeared (two quark and three gluons lines).
As in our previous papers the calculations of diagrams were performed with FORM [10] , using FORM package COLOR [11] for evaluation of the color traces. For the dealing with a huge number of diagrams we use a program DIANA [12] , which call QGRAF [13] to generate all diagrams. The reduction of all appeared scalar integrals to the master-integrals was done with our program BAMBA based on the algorithm of Laporta [14] . We used, following Ref. [15] (see also Refs. [16, 17, 18] for details), the infra-red rearrangement (IRR) procedure which reduce a propagator-type diagrams to a fully massive tadpole diagrams. For the reduction of the newly appeared Feynman integrals with a higher powers of denominators and numerators we considerably improved our MATHEMATICA code BAMBA. Practically, all computations are divided into three parts: calculation of the planar-based diagrams, calculation of the non-planar-based diagrams and a renormalization.
For the calculations we used the following forms of the non-singlet operators (1) for the third (N = 3) and fourth moment (N = 4)
and we don't need a symmetrization and a subtraction of the traces as we will multiply operators to the corresponding projectors, which are the symmetric traceless tensors . The projectors for these operators can be found in Ref. [8] and explicitly they have the following forms: 
where Z A , Z g and Z ψ are the renormalization constants for gluon filed A µ , coupling constant and quark correspondingly.
Our final result is: 
where N F is the dimension of the fermion representation (i.e. the number of quark colours), n f is the number of quark flavors and for the color group SU(N c ) (see Ref. [19] ):
The part of the obtained result, which is proportional to (n f ) i−1 a i s , coincide with the prediction from Ref. [20] .
There are also some predictions [21] 1 , coming from the Pade resummation, which for γ 
In the end we want to give some general results, which can be obtained from our results for N = 2 [2] , N = 3 (12) and N = 4 (13). We have found two different colour structures, which have multiplied to some common prefactors with arbitrary N:
1) with prefactor equal to the one-loop non-singlet anomalous dimension [4] :
2) with prefactor, which can be read form the general expression for three-loop nonsinglet anomalous dimension [22] :
Here we used the nested harmonic sums defined as (see [23] [24]):
and the sum of the absolute values of the indices is called the transcendentality:
A general results for the anomalous dimension can be obtained also with the method, which was proposed by us for the reconstruction of a general form of anomalous dimension from the few first fixed values. This method based on the two observation: 1) the anomalous dimension of twist-two operators contains only harmonic sums with a transcendentality not higher than (2ℓ − 1) at ℓ-loop order;
2) the coefficients in the front of this sums usually rather simple integer numbers.
So, we can write down ansatz from the all possible harmonic sums at find coefficients in the front of these sums from the knowledge of the anomalous dimension with the fixed values. According to the second observation the obtained system of linear equations will be the system of Diophantine equations, which is very interesting from the point of view a number theory. The most simple and the most public available method for the solution of the system of linear Diophantine equations based on the LLL-algorithm [25] , which has a realizations in a lot of computer algebra system and a private codes. Firstly, we used this method in our paper [26] about a six-loop anomalous dimension of twist-3 operators in N = 4 SYM theory, where we reconstruct the general form of the anomalous dimension from the knowledge of the first 25 even fixed values for the ansatz with 85 harmonic sums. Then we used this method for the reconstruction of a general form of the threeloop anomalous dimension of the transverse twist-2 operators in QCD from the first 15 fixed values [27] and the obtained result was checked with 16th moment [28] . The detailed explanation of the work of this method for our purpose with a simple example can be found in our paper [29] . Recently, we reconstruct with our method a full planar six-loop anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators in N = 4 SYM theory form the first 35 even values [30] (note, that the corresponding ansatz contained about 350 harmonic sums, that is in one order more than the number of calculated fixed values). Recently, our method was used for the reconstruction of the three-loop anomalous dimension of the polarized twist-2 operators in QCD from the first 15 odd values [31, 32] . So, this method is very powerful, but according to its applicability it demands the usage of a large numbers, that is it will give the more reliable result when the available fixed values would be a large numbers. In this sense the results, presented in this paper, do not contain a large numbers, so we can try reconstruct only most simple contribution from the full anomalous dimension, namely the contribution, which is proportional to ζ 5 . There are nine different color structures in our results (12) and (13) for ζ 5 contribution:
The contributions, which are proportional to a 4 C 3 F n f and a 4 C 2 F C A n f can be found in Eq. (17) . The most simplest contribution among the rest structures, as we can expect, is proportional to
For the reconstruction we can use also well known fact that the non-singlet anomalous dimension at N = 1 is equal to zero in all order of perturbative theory, because in this case our operator (1) is equivalent to a non-singlet vector current and the vanishing of the first moment of the non-singlet anomalous dimension follows from the conservation of the such current. So, this will give us additional constraints. Another constraint comes from the results, which are known in N = 4 SYM theory. At present we know a general expression for the anomalous dimension of twist-2 operators up to six-loops for planar part [33, 34, 30] and at least ζ 5 contribution for non-planar part at four-loop order [35, 36, 1] . At four loops the general expression for the ζ 5 contribution can be written as [35, 36, 1] :
This result should be obtained from the corresponding result in QCD, which we are looking for, applying to its the maximal transcendentality principle, as was done by us in Ref. [37] at three loops. To move from QCD to N = 4 SYM theory we should make arguments of all harmonic sums the same (in general the QCD results contain the harmonic sums with a shifted arguments, see [22] ), that is change (N ± 1) to N and make the following substitution for the colour factors:
Then we should drop out all harmonic sums, which do not respect to the maximal transcendentality principle, that is all harmonic sums with transcendentality less than (2ℓ − 1) at ℓ-loop order. Following the maximal transcendentality principle we can expect the next harmonic sums in the expression for the ζ 5 contribution to the four-loop non-singlet anomalous dimension:
where the combination of the harmonic sums in the first three terms and the absence of S 2 sums are due to reciprocity [38, 39] , which, as we believe, should works for QCD in this case. Applying above described procedure to the result, which will some combinations of the harmonic sums form the basis (23) we should obtain the result from Eq. (22) . Note, that if we make the substitution for the colour factors C F → C A in our results for N = 2, 3, 4 we obtain:
So, indeed, planar and non-planar contributions are related through the same equations as we have in N = 4 SYM theory, even for n f part.
We start our attempts of reconstruction with the colour structures, which are proportional to the n f . For such contributions we can make some interesting observation from the known three-loop results [22] : the transcendentality of such contributions is less than the maximal transcendentality on the power of n f . In our case we can expect, that all contributions, which are proportional to n f will have transcendentality 1. For
abcd F /N F we will write the following basis (compare with Eq. (17)):
As we have four results for N = 1, 2, 3, 4 we can exactly find all coefficients in the ansatz from the basis (27) and the corresponding contributions look like:
For the reconstruction of the non-n f contributions we tried the following minimal basis:
From the corresponding ansatz and with the help of LLL-algorithm we have found the following result for the non-planar contribution:
For other contributions the most simple expressions, obtained with the help of LLLalgorithm from the minimal basis (30) are the following: 
However Eqs. (32)- (35) do not satisfy the relation (26) . In principal, we can extended basis (30), but our numbers from Eqs. (12) and (13) are rather small and we can not improve our general results. So, we need to know the higher moments. In general we can conclude, that the structure of the anomalous dimension in the four loops is much complicated with compare to what we can expect from the analyze of the three-loop results. Note, that something similar occur in N = 4 SYM theory starting from the four loops. Up to three loops the anomalous dimension of the twist-2 operators can be obtained with the help of integrability from the asymptotic Bethe-ansatz (ABA) [40] , while starting from the four loops a new types of diagrams are appeared, which are not accounted with ABA [41] . We are going to continue our calculations to obtain a general result, at least for the ζ 5 contribution.
